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The companion volume to Martin Yan's new PBS series of the same name, this cookbook is the
ideal introduction to Asian cooking. Wok-full of great tips and techniques, plus sources for easily
locating unusual ingredients, here are more than 150 truly easy recipes that taste great and cook
up fast -- all in under 30 minutes! Classic potstickers with spicy dipping sauce can be made
ahead and frozen for impromptu guests-to-impress dinners. Korean-Style Lamb Chops pair up
perfectly with crisp-and-tender Flash-Fried Asparagus and Long Beans. For those who like it
hot, Three-Alarm Firecracker Shrimp packs a spicy punch with a menage a trois of chiles until
Coconut Custard creaminess cools things down. Basics include the recipe for mastering
steamed rice, a glossary of terms (know your miso from your mirin), and striking photographs
throughout illustrating the food, essential equipment, and helpful techniques. No one is as well-
known or well-loved for bringing Asian food into our home kitchens. With foolproof recipes
conjured up fast, Martin Yan works his magic once again!

From Publishers WeeklyYan admits to having "eaten my way across Asia more times than I can
count." Luckily, he collected plenty of recipes along the route. These recipes are for simple,
traditional dishes, many of which may have been slightly modified to appeal to Western palates
—and schedules (most meals can be made in under a half hour). Yan, who hosts a PBS series,
employs modern conveniences such as rice-cookers and microplane graters to expedite food
prep, and suggests buying sauces from your local Asian market, if you happen to live near one.
He presents a list of items he suggests should be staples of the amateur chef's Asian pantry and
refrigerator. Yan directs novices to an overview of online resources and even provides a glossary
of ingredients for the Asian-impaired. Basic recipes such as Sushi Rice, Spicy Soy Dipping
Sauce, and Sweet-and-Sour Shredded Carrots are dispatched in a half page each. The next
section, titled "Small Bites and First Courses," includes 81 appetizing dishes, such as Marbled
Tea Eggs, and Crab and Asparagus Soup. The meatiest section, "Main Courses," features
dishes like Mirin-Ginger Crab and Lemon-Pepper Beef. The book finishes off with tasty "Deserts
and Drinks," such as Spiced Banana Rolls and Lychee Lemonade. Yan does a good job of
demystifying Asian cuisine and bringing a touch of zen into our hurried lives. Photos.Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.ReviewYan
admits to having "eaten my way across Asia more times than I can count." Luckily, he collected
plenty of recipes along the route. These recipes are for simple, traditional dishes, many of which
may have been slightly modified to appeal to Western palates--and schedules (most meals can
be made in under a half hour). Yan, who hosts a PBS series, employs modern conveniences
such as rice-cookers and microplane graters to expedite food prep, and suggests buying sauces
from your local Asian market, if you happen to live near one. He presents a list of items he



suggests should be staples of the amateur chef's Asian pantry and refrigerator. Yan directs
novices to an overview of online resources and even provides a glossary of ingredients for the
Asian-impaired. Basic recipes such as Sushi Rice, Spicy Soy Dipping Sauce, and Sweet-and-
Sour Shredded Carrots are dispatched in a half page each. The next section, titled "Small Bites
and First Courses," includes 81 appetizing dishes, such as Marbled Tea Eggs, and Crab and
Asparagus Soup. The meatiest section, "Main Courses," features dishes like Mirin-Ginger Crab
and Lemon-Pepper Beef. The book finishes off with tasty "Deserts and Drinks," such as Spiced
Banana Rolls and Lychee Lemonade. Yan does a good job of demystifying Asian cuisine and
bringing a touch of zen into our hurried lives. -Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorMartin Yan is
the celebrated host of over 1,800 cooking shows. As a certified Master Chef, Martin is a highly
respected food consultant, professional instructor, and prolific author. His latest venture is his
"Yan Can" quick-casual chain of restaurants.Read more
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The Essential Wok Cookbook: A Simple Chinese Cookbook for Stir-Fry, Dim Sum, and Other
Restaurant Favorites



linda ballard garrett, “The YAN FAN. Martin Yan has been cooking for many years. He enjoys
what he performs. I like the way he teaches and his jokes.”

kittykat, “No more take out!. From how to stock your pantry to how to use what is in it, this covers
it all. Easily the best tasting Asian food I have ever made at home. Wonderful to have so many
recipes that can be made on a weeknight (30 minutes or less) without having to shop at
specialty stores. Invest in a $20 wok and tools to get the wonderful flavor that comes with high
heat cooking, it really does make a differance. Between that and Martin Chan's recipes I can
honestly say I prefer my own Chinese to takeout, and it takes less time and money for sure!”

L. Hoang, “Really easy and delicious!. This is the best Martin Yan cook book. I own many of
Yan's cookbook but this one is far the best and most simple one to use. I first check this book out
from the public library and make about a dozen of the recipe, they all came out delicious so I
brought a copy of my own. This book gave excellent tips and techniques on stir-fry Chinese food
and ingredient at the beginning of the book.  Plus a lot of great pictures with their recipes.”

Rosemary Perino, “Great book awesome recipes. I love this book ”

Jamie Hord, “I love this cookbook. I just got this cook book a few days ago and I love it the food
in it is very much authentic Chinese cuisines. I have been learning to cook authentic Chinese
cuisines about 3 years and with the recipes in this cookbook I have impressed many of my
Chinese friends and some of them have suggested that I open a Chinese restaurant. I would
highly recommend it to anyone interested in cooking Chinese foods.”

Lisa, “Great book and very easy recipes that taste amazing. The book was used and arrived in
perfect condition. As a bonus it came with someone's recipe that they used as a book mark. So
easy to cook these delicious meals. I love Martin Yan and was so thrilled to give this as a gift to
someone who loves to cook like I do.  Great book with great recipes.”

NinjaByNight, “Easy, tasty food.. Great book! The recipes were very easy to follow, and they
tasted great! If you are a fan of asian food and only want to spend a short amount of time in the
kitchen, I recommend this book for you. Martin Yan is a great cook, and after watching him cook
for several years, I was very happy I found this book. Totally worth the buy!”

The book by Vanessa Olsen has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 106 people have provided feedback.
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